Cone of Uncertainty:
All software projects are subject to inherent errors in early estimates.
The Cone of Uncertainty represents the best-case reduction in estimation error
and improvement in predictability over the course of a project. Skillful project
leaders treat the cone as a fact of life and plan accordingly.
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Cone or Cloud? Project predictability and control are
attainable only through active, skillful, and continuous
efforts that force the cone to narrow. The cone represents
the best case; results can easily be worse.
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Estimates are possible anywhere in the cone, but
organizational commitments tied to project completion
should not be made until about here—and only if work
has been done to narrow the cone.
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For additional copies of this poster, please e-mail coneposteroffer@construx.com with the subject “Cone of Uncertainty Poster.”
Be sure to include your name, company name and mailing address.

Visit www.construx.com for these other valuable resources: Construx Estimate™ estimation software, Cost of Estimation Error
poster, 10 Most Powerful Ideas in Software Development presentation, and Software Development Best Practices library.

Software development is a process of continuous refinement.
A well-run software project attacks areas of highest variability first
to narrow the cone as rapidly as possible. Active control is needed
throughout the project to keep the cone from widening again.
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